IFC Game Day Protocols
Coach Instructions
● Coaches must accompany their team down to the field. If there is a game on the field before
yours, you must remain in your cars until the field is clear. Do not take your team onto an
adjacent field.
● Coaches are encouraged to maintain social distance and wear masks when on the fields.
● Coach is responsible for ensuring players and parents follow social distance and protective
equipment guidelines.
● No pre game or post game handshakes to take place.
● Sanitized game balls will be provided
● Coaches are encouraged to minimize prolonged team meetings and exit the field promptly to
allow the next teams onto the field.
● Inline with state mandate, each team will be allowed a maximum of 25 spectators on the
sideline. Coaches must ensure that their team does not exceed this number. Additional
spectators will be asked to remain in their cars.
Parent Instructions
● Any spectator experiencing any symptom of Covid-19 must stay at home.
● Upon arrival players and parents must remain in their cars until their coach arrives and
accompanies them down to the field. Players arriving after their coach may make their way
directly to the field to join their coach.
● Spectators must remain in their cars until 10 minutes prior to kick off
● Each team will be allowed a maximum of 25 spectators on the sideline. Should a team exceed
these numbers, additional spectators will be asked to remain in their cars.
● Masks should be worn to and from the field. Stationary spectators may remove masks only if
alone or in the presence of their family unit.
● After the game spectators should go directly to their cars to wait for players.
Player Instructions
● If a player is experiencing any symptom of Covid-19 they must stay at home and contact their
coach.
● During the game, players on the sideline must adhere to social distancing rules
● There will be no pre or post game handshakes or fist pumps
● After the game players should not congregate in groups and should go directly to their cars.

